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The Research on Hope
� What is hope?
� Does hope make a difference?
� Are teachers able to foster a sense of 

hope with students?

The starting point for a better 
world is the belief that it is possible

-Norman Cousins



Hope

The ability to envision a future in 
which we wish to participate.

(Jevne & Edey)

Hope is the YES to life.



The Value of Hope
Hope is shown to act as a buffer for various psychosocial 
stressors for youth (Lagace-Seguin & d’Entermont, 2012).

In challenging circumstances youth with higher levels of hope 
are more likely to be resilient (Taliaferro & Borowsky, 2012)

� Higher hope is related to:
� superior athletic and academic performance in student athletes (Curry et al., 

1997) 
� higher overall grade point averages (Snyder et al., 1991).
� enhanced life satisfaction (Park, Peterson, & Seligman, 2004) – (with adults)
� enhanced purpose and life meaning (Felman & Snyder, 2000) – (with adults)

� Hope is beneficial in virtually every circumstance which has 
been measured (Cheavens, Michael, & Snyder, 2005)

Hope-Lit Database
www.hope-lit.ualberta.ca



Cross-Cultural/Cross-Linguistic 
Importance/relevance of hope across many 
cultures (Averill & Sundararajan , 2005)

� Mandarin (xi wang)/China – “hope a 
motivating force leading to harder  work” (Averill, 
Catlin, & Chon)
� Quality of good character and goal-focus

� Portuguese (esperanza)/Brazil – (Mattos, 2009)
� Tend to employ use of the adjective  (esperanzado) rather 

than noun version of hope
� South African Indigenous (Cherrington, 2015)

� Hope as a collective experience
� Isaeli-Palestinian – (Redlich et al., 2012)
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Finding and Supporting Hope
� Relationships – Most pervasive source of hope

- teachers and EAs vitally important - those who believe in the student
- communicate belief in the student AND mentor (Li & Larsen, 2012)

� Feelings (Affective) –The hoping self tends to be an emotional conglomerate 
of both positive and negative feelings (i.e., sense of injustice can be 
anger and hopeful motivation) (e.g., social action).

� Thoughts (Cognitive) – The motivational support of thinking hopefully 
- the belief that it is possible and desirable to work toward specific goals 
we would like to achieve (Snyder and colleagues)
-hope is a process that shifts and changes over time (Larsen et al, in progress)

� Behaviour - Do what your hoping self would do – hope involves action

� Surroundings (Context) - Intentionally  involve students and teachers in 
creating hopeful schools

� Past, Present, Future (Temporal) – How one’s past is remembered and storied 
is strongly associated with hope (McElheran, 2012)


